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From the acclaimed writer of the beloved Clara Callan comes a memorable new novel about first loves,
love-after-love, and the end of things, set during summer in Quebec City.

James Hillyer, a retired university professor whose life was evocatively described in Wright's novel October,
is now barely existing after the death of his beloved daughter in her forties. On a whim, he tries to locate the
woman he fell in love with so many years ago on a summer trip to Quebec and through the magic of the
Internet he is able to find her. But Odette’s present existence seems to be haunted by ghosts from her own
past, in particular, the tough ex-con Raoul, with his long-standing grievances and the beginnings of
dementia. The collision of past and present leads to violence nobody could have predicted and alters the lives
of James and Odette forever.

Nightfall skillfully captures the way in which our past is ever-present in our minds as we grow older, casting
its spell of lost loves and the innocent joys of youth over the realities of aging and death. The novel is
skillfully grounded in observation, propelled by unforgettable characters, and filled with wisdom about
young love and old love. Drawing on the author’s profound understanding of the intimate bonds between
men and women, Nightfall is classic Richard B. Wright.
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From reader reviews:

June Weiss:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important behave,
like looking for your favorite publication and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your problem; you can
add your knowledge by the e-book entitled Nightfall. Try to make book Nightfall as your close friend. It
means that it can being your friend when you feel alone and beside those of course make you smarter than in
the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you a lot more confidence because
you can know anything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and also knowledge with this
book.

Terrence Kimball:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they're still students or the idea for all people in
the world, what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
different personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they
don't would like do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Nightfall. All type of
book would you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Lola Hernandez:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the name Nightfall suitable to
you? Typically the book was written by famous writer in this era. The particular book untitled Nightfallis
one of several books in which everyone read now. This specific book was inspired a lot of people in the
world. When you read this guide you will enter the new dimension that you ever know ahead of. The author
explained their strategy in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to understand the core of this book.
This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So that you can see the represented of the
world in this particular book.

Shantel McCary:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this Nightfall guide written by well-known writer
who knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who have read the book. Written
with good manner for you, dripping every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate your own hunger then
you still question Nightfall as good book not simply by the cover but also with the content. This is one e-
book that can break don't judge book by its cover, so do you still needing yet another sixth sense to pick
that!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so why you have to listening to a different sixth
sense.
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